
The Blue flag designation is an eco-award for beaches, marinas, and tourism boats. 
Which operates in over 50 countries and has awarded over 48 hundred sites. The 
program has been internationally operated since 2001 and is a collaborative effort 
between local managers, state and federal agencies, tourism partners, and the 
communities in which the flag flies. We have opted to start with what we know best 
and offer the award to beaches first followed by marinas and tourism boats. Thus the 
information in today’s presentation is on beaches. 
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First, a little about our organization. Our tagline cuts to the chase with our focus on 
preserving protecting and enhancing. Our mission outlines the four values of 
community protection, 
Economy, 
Ecological health
And recreation
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We accomplish our mission by investigating the state of the science, and advocating 
for more translating technical science to a more user-friendly product 

Which the policy side of the organization can then use to advocate for specific 
policies or resources in coastal areas

And finally we try to educate ourselves and our members on all the information out 
there from research, to partner meetings, or how policy will affect our coasts. The 
main ways we do this are through a fall technical conference and a spring coastal 
summit. 
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ASBPA is interested in the bf program because it is a program which highlights what 
many of our members work on in different capacities. Our organizations goals of 
balancing economic stability, 
Ecological protection, 
And Recreational use, 
Are mirrored in the goals of the bf program. 
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Now I am going to take you through what BF is; a few of the benefits we see the 
program able to bring to the US; who is involved; where we are in implementation; 
and the award process 

It is important to note that the bf is a designation for inv boats, tour boats, marinas, 
and beaches. As our organization has the most comfort with marine beaches we will 
be starting there and then broadening the network after marine beaches have been 
established. 

Therefore all the criteria and examples I will be using in the rest of the presentation 
are reflective of marine water beaches. 
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Blue flag is an international eco award operating in 50 countries and at over 4800 
sites (beaches, marinas, and tour boats). 

To achieve the award beaches must comply with 33 criteria annually. Criteria are set 
at the international level for the whole program but can be strengthened by 
individual countries. 

Applicants go through a national review and then approval at the international level. 

Criteria for beaches cover ee&I, S&S, EM, and WQ
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Beaches interested in the award must comply with 33 criteria. I won’t go into detail 
but have pulled out some primary characteristics of each categories

5 environmental education activities a season
Information about the bf program and local environment 
A code of conduct for visitors 

Frequent sampling and management of potential pollution sources to ensure 
excellent water quality

Maintenance of access ways and buildings, cleaning of facilities, having adequate 
numbers of trash cans and offering recycling are some of the daily management 
actions the criteria are aimed at 

Preparing for emergencies and accidents by having plans and procedures to reduce 
risks 
And promoting access for all through access design, equipment, and free use 

These must be met throughout the season in order to maintain the award. And are 
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evaluated annually to maintain transparency in the initiative. 
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The Blue flag program is one of 5 programs offered by the Foundation for 
Environmental Education (FEE). The organizations guiding principle is Promoting 
Sustainable Development through Environmental Education worldwide. And 
blue flag does this by targeting beaches, marinas, and tour boat operations. You 
may recognize many of the program goals on this slide as UN sustainable 
development goals. Many of the criteria support the broader SDGs.

The bf program aims to increase environmental education, multi-stakeholder 
engagement
Promote healthy and safe coastal environments, sound environmental values and 
sustainable lifestyles
And encourage ongoing organizational development, integration of conservation and 
development, and appropriate policies and decisions. 

By working to achieve these broader goals through criteria compliance, communities 
see benefits in a wide number of areas. 
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The bf program provides a framework for new operators or those looking to expand 
in new ways, but many beaches in the us are already working within this framework. 
Thus, this award provides recognition for good practices beaches are already 
engaging in everyday. 

Surveys of national operators and beach managers in 2011 found that 75% of 
respondents believed the environmental conditions had increased since 
implementing the program; and 28% saw a positive impact on public awareness and 
55% saw some positive impact. The same survey also found that local and 
international tourism increased. A follow up study in 2013 of beach users found that 
88% would recommend a bf beach to others and 62% said it affected their choice in 
beach. 

These statistics highlight the impacts the program has on the environment, 
awareness, tourism and branding. 

Finally, the blue flag symbolizes not only the largest eco-award, but a community's 
commitment to innovative, collaborative and sustainable solutions. 
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The blue flag program produces these kinds of benefits through a set of significant but achievable criteria. 
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We’ve done the what; the why, and now the who: The bf is brought to you by FEE 
foundation for environmental education at the international level. They provide the 
framework and final awards for the program and 4 other environmental sustainability 
programs. 

National Wildlife federation is the US full member to FEE they run 2 of the other 
programs. They have given us permission to run the blue flag program and represent 
the national level involvement of partners who will reflect our national jury. The first 
level of criteria review. 

Then there is ASBPA. We are the national operator and provide operational support 
but do not make decisions on awards
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There are 5 steps to implementation in a new country.

In the past two years ASBPA has completed all the steps to implementation—our 
paperwork milestones in 2020. In 2021, our action year, we worked with sites in the 
pilot phase of the program and hosted a national workshop in the fall. 

Now we are working on the award criteria with candidates. 
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Let’s walk through the steps in the award application 
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Interested beaches who approach the program will be asked to fill out an assessment 
which will detail their current operations in a self report of each criterion at green, 
yellow, red. This gives the applicant and staff an idea of all the areas of support 
needed to implement the program at that site. 

Once this has been submitted and reviewed; interested beaches will be invited to 
participate in workshops targeting the different criteria categories in order to help 
them come into compliance. Right now we have workshops on information boards, 
environmental education activities, wq and the application. These will continue to be 
developed throughout the years and more offerings will be included. 
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Each year the application is updated at the international level and released to 
operators. Beaches which have completed their assessments can then apply in the 
fall when the applications are opened. The application does not change substantially 
from year to year; options to update previous application materials will be available 
to previous applicants. The national operator staff will then prepare information from 
the applicant for review by the national jury. 

The national jury will meet in January to review applicants and determine if they are 
in compliance with national and international criteria. Beaches will be informed of 
the jury’s decision. The national jury is growing but currently represents stakeholders 
from coastal organizations, water quality agencies and non-profits, environmental 
and safety stakeholders. 
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National recommendations will then be sent to the international jury who meets in 
April to discuss applicants for award in all northern hemisphere countries. 
Announcements will then be communicated to beaches. And then to the public on 
May 1 through the update of all awarded sites on the international  website. May 1 is 
the first day of the northern hemisphere season and you can raise your flag with 
pride. 

During the season nation and international staff will conduct visits to verify 
compliance and provide continued support to applicants. 
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